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Introduction and History 

Arabic Lesson 

More than 300 million native in 26 countries speaks Arabic as a first language. Arabic is 

the language of the Holy Quran; which is the holy book of Muslims. And it is considered 

one of the oldest languages around the world. The Language itself is descended from a 

language known in the literature as Proto-Semitic. However, A lot of changes have 

happened as Arabic evolves over the years. Perhaps, The most notable one was in the 

600' s AD when Abu-Al-Asuwad put the "Dots" over and beneath the words to help the 

readers distinct between the differences in vowels and letters in Arabic. 

Writing in Arabic 

Additionally, Writing formally in Arabic has a complex process because the writer 

should start writing from right to left. However, this is not the case for the numbers, 

where numbers starts from left to right. Moreover, Arabic language has something called 

"Tashkeel" and this system works by adding symbols above or beneath letters; and these 

symbols gives harmony to the words; where people can identify the pronunciation and 

can be able to adhere the differences. For example, many words in Arabic have multi 

meanings and pronunciations, but the distinction can only be made by adding "Tashkeel". 



Grammar In Arabic 

Grammar is not an easy task to be mastered in most languages. Arabic language has a 

sophisticated form of sentence structure. Many Arab students find difficulties learning 

grammar. 

Types of Verbs in Arabic 

There are 3 types ofverbs in Arabic: 

A) Simple past, which includes the past or a period of time in the past 

B) Present, which includes simple and present progressive and future in some cases. 

C) Command verb such as: eat, talk, speak, and take etc .... The command verb can be a 

future verb in some cases if certain words are added before the verb. 

Types of Verbs in English 

In contrast English has 12 verbs tenses 

Past: simple past, past progressive, past perfect, and past perfect progressive\continuous. 

Present: simple present, present progressive, present perfect, and present perfect 

progressive\continuous 

Future: simple fhture, future progressive, future perfect, and future perfect 

progressive\continuous. 

English has more verbs tenses than Arabic. And therefor learners find it difficult to 

comprehend the sentence structure in Arabic. 



-

For example: saying "You will be waiting for him when he arrives" (Future Progressive) 

has no contrast in Arabic, instead, the sentence would be in a command verb form~ the 

sentence in Arabic would be: "Wait for him when he arrives". 

Vocabulary 

In this section, a list of some Arabic words that might be helpful to non- Arabic speakers 

Meaning Spelling in English Word in Arabic 

IAm/I Ana ul 

Want Oreedo ~) 

Go Ethahab '-,-11\~l 

Come Ta'al JW 

How Kaif ~ 

Who Mnn ()A 

Sentences in Arabic 

Meaning Spelling in English Word in Arabic 

My name is Aziz Ana Esmi Aziz ~Jc~lul 

How Are you? Kaifhalak? f.illb. ~ 

Im doing good Ana be khair · ul ~ 

You should go to school Alika bel ethahab ela ~ _;-lAll ~I yl.A~ ~ 

almadrasa 

Who is this? MnnHatha? Y\1\ ()A 



• 

Sentences in .A.rabic that has the same letters but when adding ''Tashkeel" (~)the 

meaning will be different 

Meaning Spelling in Word in Arabic Meaning Spelling in Word in Arabic 
English (After Taskeel) English (Before 

Tashkeel) 

Maybe Robb 1.:1..) God Rabb 1.:1..) 

Gone Hila ~ IS Hll JA 

Camels Jemal ~ Beauty Jamal ~ 
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